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My Auntie Sam - Darts Down
Misc Unsigned Bands

Chords used;

F#m - 244000
A#m - 577000
A - 577655
E - 022100
D - X57775

F#m
I took a walk outside
A
You took a dart
E
you shot me right between the
F#m
I took a walk out alive
A
You took a dart
E
You shot me right between the eyes.

(INSTRUMENTAL)
F#m, A, E (x2)

(VERSE)
F#m
You seen the ribbon in sight
A                                  E 
No ones ever thinkin  when they re running you way
F#m
You seen the twinkle in my eye
A
No one knows where your hands have been
E
or why your here tonight

(CHORUS)
D            A 
Its all easy for you
F#m
Copyright you enemies
Copyright your dreams
A#m
Copyright your enemies
Copyright your dreams



D            A 
Its all easy for you
F#m
Copyright you enemies
Copyright your dreams
A#m
Copyright your enemies
Copyright your dreams

(BASS/GUITAR RIFF) Acoustic - F#m, A, E (x2)

F#m
Your only here in disguise
A
You pay the round
E
Watch everybody come through
F#m
You re only here for the ride
A
I ll tell you once
E
I m never gonna  tell you twice.

(INSTRUMENTAL)
F#m, A, E (x2)

(VERSE 2)
F#m
You only say whats on your mind
A                                  E 
You turn your thoughts away and they re on your side
F#m
He only sees you for your lies
A
Now take away the missing pieces
E
You ve been trying to find

(CHORUS)
D            A 
Its all easy for you
F#m
Copyright you enemies
Copyright your dreams
A#m
Copyright your enemies
Copyright your dreams

D            A 
Its all easy for you
F#m



Copyright you enemies
Copyright your dreams
A#m
Copyright your enemies
Copyright your dreams

(BASS/GUITAR RIFF) Acoustic - F#m, A, E (x2)

F#m
I took a walk outside
A
You took a dart
E
you shot me right between the
F#m
I took a walk out alive
A
You took a dart
E
You shot me right between the eyes.

(CHORUS)
D            A 
Its all easy for you
F#m
Copyright you enemies
Copyright your dreams
A#m
Copyright your enemies
Copyright your dreams

D            A 
Its all easy for you
F#m
Copyright you enemies
Copyright your dreams
A#m
Copyright your enemies
Copyright your dreams


